Theories, Approaches And Components Of Listening
Comprehension: What Is It And What Happens In Our Brain
When We Listen Somebody
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According to Byrnes (1984), stated listening comprehension as an independent reign of
research is significant for two reason: At first, he demonstrates there has been a great measure
of improvement in our awareness of what happen when language is acquired. Whether such as
first language in infancy or as a second language at what age under whatever circumstance.
Secondly, some hypothesizes the existence of language are undergoing a long way from
achieving although gradual alter. This change potentially affects entirely our dealing with
language as of importantly apprehended beliefs concerning the function and scope of linguistics
theorizing , to the function of cognitive factors and psychological processes in popular, from an
assessment of the individual’ connection to society and culture , to consideration of the
association to linguistic symbols and the meanings convey the approach we comprehend
language acquisition and as a result of extension, the way we consider language teaching, will
also be affected.
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Halone, Kelby; Cunconan, Terry; Coakley, Carolyn; Wolvin, Andrew (1998) express that
listening is to give one's attention to sound or action. Listening involves complex affective,
cognitive, and behavioral processes. Effective processes include the motivation to attend to
others; cognitive processes include attending to, understanding, receiving, and interpreting
content and relational messages; and behavioral processes include responding with verbal and
nonverbal feedback.

Approaches to listening comprehension
Listening within an environmentalist approach Martínez-Flor, &Usó-Juan ( 2006), expressed , up
to the end of the 1960s, the condition of listening comprehension in language learning and
teaching was one of overlook and, like the reading skills , listening was viewed as a passive
process with no function in language learning. This hypothesis rooted from the environmentalist
approach to language learning, which determined that learning a language was a mechanical
process based on a stimulus-responded pattern. So this approach, listeners’ stimulus created
in hearing L2 spoken words and respond included identifying and organizing these words into
sentences. Therefore, the role of the listener was simply in order to recognize and discriminate
on sounds rather than the understanding of what they were listening to(Brown,1990).
According to Morley (2001,71), a part of from learning how to discriminate sounds and
pronunciation aspect such as intonation pattern, sentence rhyme and stress, little importance
was granted to listening under this perspective since it “was simply taken for granted”. As a
result, it was supposed that just by repeating, imitating and memorizing what listeners heard,
listening comprehension took place. This result was seen in Audiolingual methodology. This
method emphasized the practice of listening by employing learners in a series exercise that
focused on pronunciation drills, memorization of prefabricated pattern and imitation of dialogues
(Morely 1999,2001).
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A study of the literature on listening comprehension exposes a considerable divergence in views
about the processes a divergence embedded in different theoretical assumptions of how we
operate around concluding meaning from a sequence of language symbols and of those
fundamentals that are measured important for an achieving comprehension. (Byrnes, 1984)
1. a linguistic approach, aiming by deciding how the hearer attain at a structural
explanation of the expression based on the phonological, syntactic, lexical, and
semantic aspects of language. In this approach a linguistic structural explanation is a
basic action toward achieving at a conceptual structure.
2. a conceptual approach, which concentrates on how the hearer devotes a conceptual
construction to the linguistic input, that is, plans a non-linguistic on to a linguistics
structure.
3. a communicative approach, which sees comprehension as mainly so the conclusion of
an interaction between speaker and hearer comprehension is achieved when the hearer
has effectively identified what the speaker planned to negotiated with his expression.
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According to (Beile, 3; Haviland and Clark, 19), the function of memory is an element important
for explaining comprehension which has just been effectively attained if the meaning of a given
expression has been committed to memory. The new information included in the speech is
required to be accurately united into earlier stored old information.
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Components of listening comprehension
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As supplement to the focus on what teachers are able to help listening comprehension in
instructional locations, there has been an equivalence but actually autonomous stress on what
listeners do while comprehension. According to (Byrnes 1984; Call 1985; Howard 1983;
Richards 1983) listening to oral language has been acknowledged in second language theory to
consist of active and complicated process with the purpose of affecting the content and level of
what is comprehend.
Anderson (1983,1985) differentiates comprehension into three interrelated and recursive
processes perceptual: processing, parsing, and utilization. In the period of a particular listening
result, the processes might emerge alone into the other, recycle, and might be tailored based in
what occurred in past and consequent process. Call 1985; Clark and Clark 1977; Howard
(1983) stated these three processes overlap with and are stable with listening comprehension
process recognized elsewhere. attention is focused on the oral text and the sounds are retained
in echoic memory based on perceptual processing (Loftus and Loftus 1976; Neisser 1967).
Anderson 1985 & Kintsch 1974, identified the second listening comprehension process as
parsing that words and messages are used to create meaningful mental demonstration, the
primary unit of listening comprehension is a preposition which makes of a relation followed by
an ordered list of opinions.
The third procedure, utilization, consists of connecting mental interpretation of the content
meaning to presenting knowledge. Presenting knowledge is kept in long- term memory in
prepositions of the kind discussed above in schemata or interrelated networks of concepts.
Relationships between the new text meaning and presenting knowledge create with distribution
activation in which knowledge in long-term memory is activated to the scale that is connected to
the new meanings in short-term memory.
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